
ONE BILLION RISING

Rising in the streets putting their bodies and lives on the line. RISING to end sexual violence in all its forms â€“ rape,
battery, incest, sexual harassment, female .

According to the campaign, "For the fourth year, globally One Billion Rising activists are planning their rising
events, artistic uprisings, panel discussions, press conference, town halls, movies, articles, gatherings, poetry,
art, posters, actions, and protests to take place on and about Feb 14th. With the theme â€” One Billion Rising:
Rise for Revolution , this year's campaign will escalate the collective actions of activists worldwide, and
amplify their call for systemic changes towards ending violence against women and girls once and for all. In
February , we opened the City of Joy, a revolutionary center for survivors of sexual violence in Bukavu. The
fourth class of women graduated from the City of Joy and returned to their communities with confidence,
skills and knowledge to lead. This creates fertile ground for domination and control over them. About One
Billion Rising One Billion Rising is the biggest mass action to end violence against women cisgender,
transgender, and those who hold fluid identities that are subject to gender-based violence in human history.
We are rising to show we are determined to create a new kind of consciousness â€” one where violence will be
resisted until it is unthinkable. Impassioned by this spirit, we were determined to bring the story of the Congo
to the world. We saw amazing victories and pushed the V-Day movement to the next level. Students from
Fontys Academy have been dancing it for their OBR events ever since, bringing it outside of their school and
into communities and town centers. Shocked by Akin's remarks, Ensler wrote an open letter in response. Since
then, activists have been doing the original dance and interpreting it; making it their own. These incredible
dances, as well as innovative versions and adaptations of the original choreography, have been shared
throughout the campaign; they are unique and inspiring. Last February , domestic workers in Hong Kong
learned and performed the dance at their annual OBR event, not only because they loved the lyrics and moves,
but also because they said they wanted to be in solidarity with the young artist from across the world who
created such an inspiring song that gives them joy and hope in the face of everything they struggle with as
migrant domestic workers. The year was a time of great transformation for our team at V-Day, and our
activists and supporters globally. Others have created their own new choreography and incorporated into their
events. We rise through dance to express joy and community and celebrate the fact that we have not been
defeated by this violence. Every February, we rise â€” in countries across the world â€” to show our local
communities and the world what one billion looks like and shine a light on the rampant impunity and injustice
that survivors most often face. Students of Fontys Academy for Dance Education in Tilburg, the Netherlands
rocked One Billion Rising in with this astounding original dance and song that they created! Another layer is
the exportation of poor women for labor when economic exploitation is globally enforced by imperialist and
capitalist states that place profit over people. One layer is the deeply entrenched patriarchal structures in
society that continue to subordinate and oppress women, and conditions or forces women into submission and
subjugation. In Italy, more than cities had events and all 34 provinces of Afghanistan had events. This is
especially so when the exploitation is being done to the most marginalized women â€” indigenous women,
transgender women, migrant women, domestic workers, undocumented women, the urban poor and peasant
women. It allows the use of imagination, art and political actions â€” and allows everyone the freedom to
localise their campaigns. These issues include the school-to-prison pipeline , stereotyping, and the disparity of
the suspension rationales and rates compared to white girls the rates being 10 times more likely for the former.
In telling the story, we made new friends and associations, expanded our networks and felt truly reinvigorated
as we entered our 11th year! On February 14, , the rally was held in more than countries. Joining the
emergence of other anti-women, anti-people leaders and governments around the world, we saw mass OBR
global risings with other social movements as well as deep and ongoing engagements creating a vigorous
solidarity and dynamic energy to a rising resistance everywhere. This coming year , once again, OBR is set to
escalate RISINGS against all forms of violence against women â€” including a rising resistance against the
systems that cause other forms of violence: imperialism, fascism, racism, capitalism and neo-liberalism â€”
and will continue to highlight where all these issues interconnect. The ensuing work has made for one of the
most challenging and exciting years we have had in the V-Day movement to end violence against women and
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girls. Overall when we look back at this year, we see a deepening of our collective commitment to ending
violence against women and girls, and a renewed clarity about our work and the path ahead. The Rising was a
demand to end ALL forms of exploitation of women and girls.


